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Abstract: This article is devoted to investigation of electric parameters of disk generators for micro hydro
station. Density of current does not follow Ohm's law, it grows proportionally to power 3/2 of applied voltage
and inversely proportional to squared distance between them. This difference of laws of thermionic current from
the laws of current in metals is determined by two kinds of reasons. Firstly, electrons in metals collide with
positive ions which form hard layer of metals and face because of that the resistance to its motion, which is not
observed in vacuum. Secondly, thermionic current means that in space between electrodes there are only free
electrons, whose charge is not compensated with charges of positive ions. Quite opposite thing can be
observed in metals and it results in distortion of field of so-called spatial charge by the field of electrodes.
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INTRODUCTION Apart from impulse turbine hydraulic pressure

In 2008 International Energy Agency (IEA) found reactive turbines: Kaplan propeller, Francis turbines.
that 1,5 billion people (22% of total population of Earth) Reactive turbines can be effectively used even in low
have no access to electricity; 85% of this group live in main range (less than 10 meters) which makes them more
rural regions. In Africa in the region of Sahara only 29% wanted because low range main water sources are more
of population is provided with electric energy and this acceptable and are close to the end consumer [3].
proportion still decreases because of higher birth rate Suction tube is an important  element  of  a  turbine,
since 2001. Eastern Asia and China have made some it connects turbine output with the reservoir which
adjustments - there are only 195 million from 241 without receives wasted water. Water in suction tube slows down,
electricity (IEA, 2009). But some countries continue to returning a part of kinetic energy and creates vacuum
demonstrate low level of electrification, including below the wheel which increase pressure passing through
Myanmmar, Eastern Timor (22%) and Cambodia (24%) [1]. the wheel [4,5].

Turbines can be classified in the following way. Seasonal fluctuations of the levels situated
Impulse turbine - high-speed water flow passes over its downstream are also of importance in designing of the
kinetic energy which influences turbine's blades and tube because output of suction tube must be below the
results in rotation. Decrease of pressure of water fall in water surface all the time. That is why suction tube must
the nozzle takes place and the wheel  rotates influenced go lower than minimal level of water surface and generator
by atmospheric  pressure [2]. Example of impulse turbines: must be placed higher than maximal level of output water-
Pelton wheel, Turgo wheel and cross flow of Banki- surface [2].
Michell turbine. Electrical system for production of energy consists

Reactive turbines - they operate under pressure in from 1) generator, 2) electric dispatcher, 3) system of
the  internal  mode  of  the  flow.  The  water goes into distribution and 4) electric load. Rpm and rotation of the
stator which  has  spiral  form  blades.  Then  the  flow  is wheel result in rotation of generator, directly or through
re-addressed to the blades of the wheel. mechanical transmission and mechanical energy turns into

decreases both in stator and the wheel [2]. Examples of
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electrical one. For micro HPS (hydro power stations) the (1)
most common production systems are alternative current
generators of a vehicle, synchronically engines and
generators with permanent magnets [6-10].

Main elements of micro HS include intake pool,
stator, wheel and suction tube [11-13].

Later they designed spiral chamber in the Institute of
renewable energy [14]. This is open spiral of channel
which produces water-whirl in the flow before water gets
into stator. This approach by coincidence was also
adopted by Singh, P. & Nestmann [15].

Nowadays HPSs of Kazakhstan have power of 2068
Megawatt and annual production of energy amounts to 8,
32 billion of kW per hour (12% of all amount in the
structure of generating capacities and output of electric
energy). Today only 30% of the total potential of HPSs is
used in Kazakhstan, small HPS, built during Soviet period
are  not  used  at all. Kazakhstan has big potential of
hydro-resources of small rivers. It is calculated that only
in Almaty Region there are 2 billion of kW per hour of
energy.

Construction  of  new  sources  of  energy in
energy-deficit  regions of Kazakhstan which engage
hydro energy will enable  to strengthen these regions in
terms of electric energy independency  from  other
energy-redundant regions. They expect that by 2010
output of HPS including new capacities will amount to 10
billion kW per hour (of potentially available 27 billion kW
per hour.)

Rivers of mountains regions has big water quantity
and great slopes (it is especially important for small HPS).
These rivers are of greatest interest in terms of energy
supply  and  can  be  used  for  construction  of new and
re-construction of old small HPS. To provide residual
capacity we recommend to construct cascades of small
HPS [16].

Introduction of the notion of potential will make the
task of electrostatics easier because the task of definition
of vector field with electric voltage E is connected only
with definition of the field of scalar ; in other words to
define 3 functions of a point we have only to find 1
function of . It was proved that potential of  is limited.
It is also obvious that derivatives of potential  to the
coordinates must be finite everywhere because infinity of
these derivatives will mean the infinity of electric field
which is senseless physically; their finite character is
expressed by continuity of . Therefore we can say that
potential of  is continuous and finite function with finite
derivatives to coordinates. These are requirements for
solving of differential equations [17].

Another important advantage of use of Poisson
equation in calculation of potential is its more universal
use. Let us suggest that all charges are in finite area of
space thanks to which it makes sense to norm potential by
infinity – then it will be equal to zero.

Problem: Investigate field of two-layer cylindrical
generator 1. Dielectric permittivity of internal layer ,1

external layer . Radiuses of cylindrical layers are shown2

on Figure 1, stator’s charge Q.
If do not pay attention to the edges of cylinder the

potential of  (because of symmetry) will be function of
one coordinate r. Fields between cylinders can be
described by Laplace equations.

In cylindrical system of coordinates [18]

With use of direct integration we shall find the value
of potential in the first layer: (a <r <a)1

=A ln r+B1 1 1

in the second layer: (a r a)

=A ln r+B2 2 2

Electric field intensity E=-grad . As potential
depends only on coordinate r, the vector will have only
one component . Therefore in the first layer E =-1

A /r, in the second one: E =- A /r.1 2 2

To find constant value of integration we shall use
boundary conditions:

D =D = , E -E =01n 2n 1 2

E =0, D= D = E=n a

When r =a ;1 1

D = ; E= Q/2 a l;1 1 0 1
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Fig. 1: Model of disk generator for micro power station between electrodes at distance X and 1=absolute charge

Therefore:   – A /a * = Q/2 a l1 1 1 0 1

When
r=a; D =D or E = E For simplification let us assume that electrons have1 2 ; 1 1 2 2

Therefore:    – A /a = A /a the amount of them is small in comparison with speed of1 1 2 2

Then A = A / = Q/2 electrons arriving to anode influenced by electrodes field).2 1 1 2 0 l

The point of zero potential can be set arbitrarily. Let electrons having charge –e the work –(- e)  = e  which
us assume =0 with r=r . than: obviously will be changed into kinetic energy of electrons2

B =A  ln a = Q/2 *ln a the distance and by (x) as potential at the same distance,2 2 2 0  l 2

As potential is continuous in all points of the field:

( ) =( )1 r=a 2  r=a

therefore

B = Q/2 *ln a+ Q/2 *ln a in unit of time perpendicularly to the current:1 0  l 0  l 2

Substituting values for the constants gives: J=en(x) V(x) (6)

E = lr Q/2  lr, E = lr Q/2  lr, Because nv is the number of electrons which pas1 0  l 2 0 2

= Q/2  (1/  ln a/r+1/  ln a /r); through this section. Apart from n  vj nv is constant1 0 1  2 2

= Q/2  ln a /r); values which do not depend on x.2 0 2 l 2

.... Because when stationary state is achieved it is

Voltage on terminals of the coil (winding): parallel to electrode plane.

U= - = Q/2  (1/  ln a/r+1/  ln a /r) (2) Now we shall apply Poisson equation:a1 a2 0  1  2 2

Figure 1 shows curves of change in E,D and (7).
depending on r when  <  on the border of two layers 2 1

with r=a the intensity rises sharply, the amount of this Now we shall exclude from (7) all unknown functions
rise: of x except for 

E -E = Q/2 - *2 1 0  1 2/  1 2

Vector of electric shift is continuous:

D= Q/2  (a r a )2

Energy accumulated in the....

W = Q/2  (1/  ln a/r+1/  ln a /r) (3)ý 0  1  2 2

If n(x) is the number of electrons per unit of space

of electron, charge density at this distance will be:

=-n(x)l (4)

no initial speed (in reality they do have initial speed but

During electrons run electric field forces will make with
a a

motion that can be described by V(x) of electron speed at

in this case [19]:

mv (x) /2= e (x) (5)2

where m=mass of electron

Finally, density j of electric current is the charge passing

1

obvious that equal number of electrons pass through any
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/ x =-4 =4  nl=4 j/v 4. French River Land Company (2012). GREEN AND2 2

But from (5) we know that 

Therefore / x =-4  1/22 2

If we assume A=9 m/2e we shall get / x =4 /9Aj .2 2 1/2

It is easily to find substituting different values in this
differential equation which in accordance with problem
description turns to zero with infinity and corresponds to:

/ x with x=0 = (Aj) x2/3 4/3

If we define distance as 1 then with x=1 potential 
must turn into  [19]. Thereforea

= (Aj) l  then j=1/A /l =1/9 /l (8)à a a
2/3 4/3 3/2 2 3/2 2

Therefore current density defined by formula (8) do
not follow Ohm's law but increases proportionally to
power 3/2 of voltage applied  and inversely proportionalà

to squared distance between them. This difference of laws
of thermoionic current from the laws of current in metals
is determined by two kinds of reasons. [20]. Firstly,
electrons in metals collide with positive ions which form
hard layer of metals and face because of that the
resistance to its motion, which is not observed in vacuum.

Secondly, thermoinic current means that in space
between electrodes there are only free electrons, whose
charge is not compensated with charges of positive ions.
Quite opposite can be observed in metals and it results in
distortion of field of so called spatial charge by the field
of electrodes.

It must be noted that formula (8) is not true any more
with high densities of current, because boundary
conditions corresponding to (7) are no more relevant to
physical conditions of experiment.
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